let’s get outside.
Yes, we can - Outdoor.

- DIRT AND WATER REPELLENT
- COLOURFAST & NON FADING
- EXTREMELY ROBUST AND TEARPROOF
- EASY TO CLEAN
LAOS

Dirt and water repellent
Colourfast & non fading
Extremely robust and tearproof
Easy to clean

Outdoor Digital print 100% Polyacryl Dralon®
Standard 100 by OEKO-TEX®

Cushion ca. 40x40cm
Art.-Nr. 17152 030 su6

Cushion ca. 40x60cm
Art.-Nr. 17242 030 su6

Cushion ca. 50x50cm
Art.-Nr. 17222 030 su6

OH LALA!

Cushion ca. 50x50cm
Art.-Nr. 17222 030 su6

Cushion ca. 40x40cm
Art.-Nr. 17152 030 su6

Cushion ca. 40x60cm
Art.-Nr. 17242 030 su6
OH LALA!

Cover with loop and cord ca. 40x40cm
Art. Nr. 23322 ... su6
Outdoor 100% Polypropylen, Teflon® coated
STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®

DIRT AND WATER REPELLENT
COLOURFAST & NON FADING
EXTREMELY ROBUST AND TEARPROOF
EASY TO CLEAN

SANTORIN

007 anthracite
Cover with loop and cord ca. 40x40cm
Art. Nr. 23322 ... su6
Outdoor 100% Polypropylen, Teflon® coated
STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®

049 taupe
Cover with loop and cord ca. 40x60cm
Art. Nr. 23332 ... su6
KORFU

Cover with leather strap ca. 50x50cm
Art. Nr. 18682 ... sud
Outdoor 100% Polypropylen, Teflon® coated
Top: Up 96% Polyester, 4% Polyurethan
Bottom 100% leather

STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®
create a new relaxing situation

KORFU

005 middle grey
Rock Beanbag ca. 65x100x65cm
Art.Nr. 31540 ... su1
Outdoor 100% Polypropylene, Teflon® coated
Filling: 100% Polystyrol / volume: ca. 280 litres
EPS-Safety-lock: 2 chamber system with dual zipper
COVER: STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®

colours.

005 medium grey
007 anthracite
078 terracotta
069 taupe

007 anthracite
005 medium grey
078 terracotta
069 taupe

078 terracotta
005 middle grey
007 anthracite

DIRT AND WATER REPELLENT
COLOURFAST & NON FADE
EXTREMELY ROBUST AND TEARPROOF
EASY TO CLEAN

069 taupe
Cushion ca. 50x50cm
Art.Nr. 22612

LOBOS

DIRT AND WATER REPELLENT
COLOURFAST & NON FADEING
EXTREMELY ROBUST AND TEARPROOF
EASY TO CLEAN

034 petrol
Cushion ca. 50x50cm
Art.Nr. 22612
Outdoor 100% Polyacryl Dralon®

076 sand
Welcome to the sunny side of life.

MARBELLA

020 green
Cushion ca. 40x40cm
Art.Nr. 23002 ... sub
Outdoor 100% Polyacryl Dralon®

054 petrol
Cushion ca. 40x60cm
Art.Nr. 23012 ... sub

GOMERA

030 green
Cushion ca. 50x50cm
Art.Nr. 22962 ... sub
Outdoor 100% Polyacryl Dralon®

040 yellow
**GOMERA**

Table runner ca. 40x145cm
Art.Nr. 43880...
Outdoor 100% Polyacryl Dralon®

**CAPRI**

Table runner ca. 40x145cm
Art.Nr. 44030...
Outdoor 100% Polypropylen
Like vacation on beautiful Capri.

---

**COLOURFAST & NON FADING**

**EXTREMELY ROBUST AND TEARPROOF**

**EASY TO CLEAN**

---

**CAPRI**

- **032 turquoise**
  - Cover with loop and cord ca. 40x40cm
  - Art.Nr. 18212 - su6
  - Outdoor: 100% Polypropylene

- **042 orange**
  - Cover with loop and cord ca. 30x50cm
  - Art.Nr. 18212 - su6

---

**COLOURS**

- 032 turquoise
- 042 orange
- 067 mustard
- 071 ivory
- 076 sand
sit down

Chair cushion Form 50 quilted ca. 40x40x2 cm
Art.Nr. 37710...su8
Outdoor 100% Polypropylen, Filling: 100% Polyurethan

Chair cushion Form 51 with zipper and cord ca. 44x44x4 cm
Outdoor 100% Polypropylen, Filling: 100% Polyurethan

Colours:
- 032 turquoise
- 042 orange
- 067 mustard
- 071 ivory
- 078 sand
WRITE YOUR OWN HOME STORY.

MAGMA - HEIMTEX.DE